Standing balance in preschoolers using nonlinear dynamics and sway density curve analysis.
The aim of the present study was to investigate how age and sensory deprivation affect the temporal organization of CoP sway variability and the postural corrective commands during standing balance in typically developing preschoolers. A sample of 57 children aged 3-5 years participated in the study. Structural stabilometric descriptors of sample entropy (SEn), detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA), and sway density curve (SDC) analysis were employed to assess features of center of pressure sway. A force platform was used to collect center of pressure data during standing balance over 40 s in four conditions: standing on rigid and foam surfaces with eyes open and closed. The main results are as follows: (1) sample entropy decreased and DFA_coefficient increased with age, while the SDC variables remained unaltered among the 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children; (2) as sensory conditions became more challenging, sample entropy decreased and DFA_coefficient increased, while MT and MD decreased and MD increased; age did not influence the responses to sensorial deprivation. In conclusion, 5-year-old children showed decreased variability of CoP sway during standing balance compared with the younger children, but all children used the same corrective torques to control for perturbations. More challenging sensory deprivation conditions resulted in decreased variability of postural sway, higher amplitudes and more frequent correcting torques for stabilization, but age did not influence these behaviors.